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BAFFLING BREAKDOWNS AND FLUKY FREQUENCIES 
by Ted Hannah, K3CL 

It looked like an easy enough repair—the little 
Emerson had a bad hum, which almost always means 
new electrolytic capacitors. Sure enough, replacing 
both eleetrolytics took care of the hum, and the radio 
played fine . . . for about 15 minutes, and then it fell 
silent. A quick voltage check—my favorite 
troubleshooting technique—showed no voltage on the 
plate of the type 41 output tube. An equally quick 
resistance check showed the primary of the output 
transformer to be open. Okay, no choice but to 
replace the transformer with one that matched the 
tube's load resistance and its 
plate current rating fairly 
closely. With the new trans-
former in place atop the 
speaker, the set played well 
. . . for about an hour, at 
which point it began to 
assault my sense of hearing 
and my sense of smell, for 
the power transformer had 
shorted, producing a raw 
hum in the speaker and that 
all too familiar odor that you 

get from shorted trans-
formers in radios and failed 
ballasts in fluorescent lamps. 

Figure 1. The Emerson Model BL-214. 

All right, again no choice but to replace the 
transformer, but with what? All my replacement 
transformers were too big, physically and electrically, 
for this little five-tube set. I briefly considered using 
diodes in a voltage-doubling circuit, but discarded the 
idea because that would still require a small 
transformer for the diodes as well as for the heaters of 
the tubes. Then I found the answer—a beautifully 
made, high-quality transformer from Antique 
Electronic Supply, their catalog number P-T995, 500 
volts, center-tapped, at 40 mA and 6.3 volts at two 

amperes. Perfect! Okay, so 
I had to replace the type 80 
rectifier tube and its four-pin 

socket with a 6X5GT tube 
and an octal socket to 
compensate for the lack of a 
five-volt winding for the 
rectifier tube. I considered 
that a small enough price to 
pay in order to repair the 
radio, but, at the same time, I 
was troubled by a couple of 
ethical questions. 

First, how much latitude 
did I have in modifying the 
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ABOUT RADIO AGE: Radio Age became the monthly 
newsletter of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club effective June 
1994. (Prior to that date, the MAARC Newsletter and Radio Age 
were separate publications.) Subscription to Radio Age begins 
with the next available issue after the membership application and 
dues are received. Dues are $20 in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico, 
and $35 per year elsewhere. (U.S. funds, please.) Two- and three-
year memberships are available as noted on the application and 
renewal forms. Life memberships are also available; contact the 
Membership Chair. All checks should be made payable to 

MAARC and addressed to the Membership Chair. Back issues 
of the MAARC Newsletter from Vol. 1, No. I (August 1984) and 
most issues of Radio Age from Vol. 1, No. 1 (Oct. 1975) are 
available for $ 1.75 per issue postpaid from Barry Zimmerman at 
the address in the left column. 

Entire contents of this newsletter copyright © 1999, Mid-Atlantic 
Antique Radio Club, unless specifically marked otherwise on each 

article. Generally, all articles in Radio Age may be reprinted by 
other publications provided specific permission is first obtained 
from a Radio Age editor, and full credit is given to Radio Age and 
to the author of the article. 

Submissions to Radio Age are eagerly solicited. Typewritten copy 
is preferred. Articles submitted on 5 1/4" or 3.5" PC-format 
diskettes in ASCII, WordPerfect, or Microsoft Word (DOS or 
Windows) formats are very much appreciated. (Leave off the 
fancy formatting and fonts because we will have to modify them 
anyway.) Photos should be high contrast black and white. Send 
submission to one of the co-editors shown at the left and be sure 
to include your name, address, and phone number. 

MEETINGS: Unless otherwise noted, MAARC monthly 
meetings are held at the Seventh Day Adventist Church in 
Burtonsville, MD. Consult the calendar section for dates and 
times and the map below for directions. There is a traffic signal at 
the intersection of MD 198 and McICnew Road. Park in the lot 
behind the church or on MclCnew Rd. Do not block the fireline 
to the rear parking lot. Entrance to the meeting is via the door to 
the gymnasium. 

Editor this issue: Brian Belanger 
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physical and electrical characteristics of the set in 
order to get it working? Second, in replacing an 
original part with a better part, was I flirting with 
what I call the "Kwai syndrome?" If you saw the 
movie "The Bridge on the River Kwai," you may 
recall the scene where the British Army doctor, 
Major Clipton, asks Col. Nicholson (Alec Guinness) 
whether the British prisoners of war could be 
considered traitors for building the Japanese a better 
bridge than they, the Japanese, could have built for 
themselves. In my case, was I simply repairing the 
radio, or was I improving it over the original 
Emerson design of 60 years ago? Underlying these 
questions was another: Did the kind of radio make 
a difference? That is, was altering a fairly common 
radio less objectionable than modifying, say, a Scott 
Philharmonic or an early, rare Grebe? 

Still pondering these questions, I aligned the 
tuned circuits, checked voltages, and put the radio on 
final test, letting it play for two hours while I 
monitored the B+ and AVC voltages. (This is always 
the last thing I do when I repair or restore a radio.) 
After my experience with the two transformers, I 
shouldn't have been surprised when, after about 45 
minutes, the radio fell mute. What now? A quick 
voltage check showed no negative voltage on the 
oscillator grid of the 6A7 converter tube—not a good 
sign. A resistance check (is this getting monoto-
nous?) confirmed it—the grid winding of the 
oscillator coil was open. 

Knowing that finding an exact replacement was 
most unlikely, I searched my spare parts bin and 
found a universal replacement coil from Antique 
Electronic Supply (their part number P-70-0SC). I 
assumed that, after realignment, it would probably 
work on the broadcast band but not on the Police 
band, but again, what choice did I have? Nothing 
ventured, nothing lost. I proceeded to wire it in tem-
porarily using jumper wires, and voila, I heard not 
only the entire East Coast on broadcast, but, surprise, 
half the world on shortwave! Feeling rather pleased 
with myself, I hard-wired it in, replaced the chassis in 
the cabinet, and reached for the phone to tell the 
owner that his radio was ready to be picked up. But, 
cautious person that I am, I decided to give it one last 
listen. The broadcast band was fine, lots of stations, 

Figure 2. Modified oscillator circuit for the Emcrson 
Model BL-214. 

but on the Police band (now the shortwave band), 
only silence. 

There was nothing for it, as the British say, but to 
open it up and try to find what had gone wrong. Only 
one thing had changed—I had replaced the jumper 
wires with shorter leads (more workmanlike that way, 
you know). Employing the empirical approach, I 
disconnected the short, workmanlike lead that 
connected the oscillator coil tap with the bandswitch 
and replaced it with a jumper wire. Mirabile dictu, 
the world came crashing through as before. Being 
reluctant to leave a long, dangling wire between the 
coil and bandswitch (untidy and unworlcmanlike, 
don't you know?), I experimented with various radio 
frequency chokes until I found one, value undeter-
mined, that again ushered in shortwave stations from 
here, there, and everywhere. 

The final configuration is shown in Fig. 2. The 
result of my modification is that the Police band, 
originally 1580 to 4200 kHz, is now shifted upward 
so that it begins with WWV at 5 MHZ and ends just 
above CHU, Ottawa, at 7.335 MHZ, a range that in-
cludes two international shortwave bands, 49 and 41 
meters. In other words, the radio now tunes a much 
more useful part of the spectrum than it did when it 
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left the factory. (Or at least it is more useful today 
when we no longer have police calls just above the 
broadcast band.) Though both the owner and I are 
happy with the way the set performs, my ethical 

dilemmas remain unresolved, even magnified. I found 
myself asking the same question Col. Nicholson asked 
as he accidentally blows up the bridge: "What have 
I done!" 

THE TUBE COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION 
by Brian Belanger 

A new organization called the Tube Collectors 
Association was formed at the beginning of this year 
by three of the country's most prominent tube 
collectors/experts: Al Jones, Bob Deuel, and Ludwell 
Sibley. Of these, Lud Sibley is the best known to 
Radio Age readers. Over the past few years, we have 
published many excellent tube articles by Lud (and, 
quite a few articles on other subjects as well). He is 
also the author of the terrific new book Tube Lore, 
which every serious tube collector should have. 
Ludwell's Radio Age articles on how to identify tubes 

with no markings will be kept on our workbenches 
next to our tube testers and referred to frequently. 

The Association has among its advisory board 
other well-known tube experts, such as Brother 
Patrick Dowd and Jerry Vanicek. So, if ever there 
was a group who could claim expertise in tube lore, 
this is it. 

The Association publishes a bi-monthly newsletter 
called Tube Collector. I have seen the first two issues 
and they are excellent. (I am proud to be a charter 
member.) The February and April 1999 issues are 14 
and 20 pages, respectively, 5 1/2 x 8 
1/2" format. Here are examples of 
what you will find in the first two 
issues: 

• What's new in tube collecting: A 
discussion of what is going on among 
tube collectors in the U.S. and 
elsewhere. 

• Information on new books about 
tubes and about classic out-of-print 
tube books that you should have in 
your collection. 
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• Information on sales of audion tubes between 
1909-1913. 

• How to resolder base pins on 01A tubes (pure tin 
rather than lead-tin solder was used originally). 

• Recent Ebay auction results for tubes. 

• Schickerling tubes. 

• RCA tube kits. 

• Western Electric developmental tubes of the 
1930s. 

(This is not a complete list, but illustrates the variety 
of material you will find in Tube Collector.) Annual 
dues arc $20 (U.S.) per year in North America and 
$25 elsewhere. Send your check made payable to 
Tube Collectors Association to PO Box 1181, 
Medford, OR 97501. 

Pioneer in Radio Engineering 7nstruction Since 1927 

APITOL RADIO 
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 

Accredited Technical 7nslitute 

ADVANCED HOME STUDY 
AND RESIDENCE COURSES IN 
PRACTICAL RADIO-ELECTRONICS 
AND TELEVISION ENGINEERING 

.Request your free borne study or 
re,ident school catalog by writing to: 

DEPT. 261C 
16th and PARK ROAD, NW., 

WASHINGTON 10, D.C. 
Approved for Veteran Training 
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FROM QUAINT OLD 

TOMORROWS 7iee>vzq HEADLINES .1  

as ONLY the NEW %COTT EIRINfiS THEM 
N1 411C11 of a million soldiers breaking 

the untrodden sod of a new empire— peace 

pacts the newest continental dances — 

death from the air—Olympics--history in 

the making! It's your world! Get some 

thrills out of it! 

l'41-1—Huizen—sends you the news of 

the world direct from seething Europe! Get 
it before it's canned! Broadcast in five 

languages — English — Dutch — French - 

German - - Spanish. Get it direct with a 

SCOTT - with a regularity, a diamond 

clarity, a magnificent undistorted power and 

a more beautiful true tone than any other 

radio in the world! 

CON1PAIIF It IN 1111111 OWN MIME 

In the privacy of your own home you sur-

round yourself with things you come to 

cherish they are an expression of your per-

sonality. So it is with your radio. When you 

have chucked the cares of business for a 

few hours and come home to relax, the 

astonishingly small difference in price be-

tween the SCOTT and lust another radio" 

vanishes the very first night you open up 

the Sensitivity Control and leap through 

the tremendous distances of a night charged 

with the criss-crossing of the million fan-

tastic miracles of radio. You flood your 

home with the unbelievable cultures of half 

a hundred nations. The wonder of radio 

bursts fresh upon you, and tne joy of being 

alive becomes a new and thrilling experience. 

FINEST RECEPTION GUARANTEED 

Enthusiastic letters from the thousands of 

SCOTT owners all over the world testify 

that no other radio at any price goes so far 

to complète the enjoyment of a home as 

the SCOTT. Once you have felt the in 

¡Shire 1/erilied 

Heron's Than An) Oilier Radio 

I I letter Strictly Clas, " A- Power -35 watt, 
For undistorted  .ert volume. 5 limes 
average power. 
I Ugliest Useable Sensitivity—Clearer for-

eign reception. Less t han 1 microvolt sensitivity. 

Bullet- Direet Select ¡vi ty — continuously 
variable 2 to 16 KC - for foreign stations you 
have never heard before. 

Double A. V. C.--keeps world programs 
at practically even volume. 

Short Wave Station Locator—instantly 
locates foreign stations. 

Tonetruth Chamber—eliminates boom. 

Full Range Ill- Fidelity—twice tonal range 
of other high fidelity receivers. 30 to 16,000 
cycles. 

More Important Performance Features 
-- including True Bass Control. Precision Dial 
Calibration. Allwave Reception. Shadow 
Meter Tuning. 23 tubes. 

comparable thrill of its power, once you 

have experienced the glories of symphonic 

music through its crystal clarity, then and 

only then will you know how it feels to 

own this magnificent instrument unqual-

E. II. SCUTT 11ADIO LJtIIUIIATUHIEi, INC. 
.1-176 ! intrust% I At enure, Dept. 31 B6 Chiraqii, 

%%lieuii, \ rii lurk I fail our heinstlitil per lllll need Stalin, . 11 Ii7»11 11111. Air., IluckellrlIrr Frsilrr 

ifiedly guaranteed to outperform any other 

radio. Then you will know why the in-

ternationally famous SCOTT has been the 

overwhelming choice of engineers, broad-

casters, princes, presidents and celebrated 

musicians in more than 146 countries 

throughout the world. 

Full 'hinge Ili- Fidelity, 3.0 to 

16,000 cycles, bringing you every breath-

taking overtone of voice and violin, of 

trumpet and trombone, saxophone, clar-

inet, oboe and flute, every overtone audible 

to the human ear! Twice the tonal range 

of other high fidelity receivers. 

Years ahead of mass production re-

ceivers. Strictly custombuilt. Engineered 

to the highest precision standards known. 

5-year guarantee. Nationwide installation 

service. 30-day trial in your own home 

anywhere in U. S. A. 

Selld NOW—for the most thrilling 

story of world-record breaking perfor-

mance in the history of radio! 

No obligation whatever. Simply 

mail the coupon below. 

SEND THIS COUPONTODAY-DETAIES FREE 

E.H.Srull Radio luliorolorirs,Inr. 
4476 Ravenswood Ave.. Dept. g1B6 Chicago 

Send "94 PROOFS" of the SCOTT'S su-
perior tone and DX performance and partic-
ulars of 30-day home trial anywhere in U. S. A. 

Name  

Street  

City  State  



MAARC YOUR CALENDAR 

Thursday, June 17, through Saturday, June 19, Radioactivity 99 at the Holiday Inn, Beltsville, MD. 

Sun., Jul. 11 

Sun. Jul. 18 

Sun., Jul. 25 

Sun., Aug. 15 

Sun. Sept. 19 

TBD - Oct. 

Sun., Nov. 21 

Sun., Dec. 19 

Mid-Atlantic Amateur Radio Club Hamfest, Valley Forge, PA area. Kimberton Fire Co. 
Fairgrounds, Rte. 113, south of intersection with Rte. 23. Indoor and outdoor spaces. Info.: 
(610) 325-3995 or e-mail to: wb3joe@marc-radio.org 

MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

BRATS Hamfest/Computerfest, Timonium, MD, Fairgrounds, I-83 exit 17 north of the 
Baltimore Beltway, Bldgs. open at 8 a.m. e-mail info: brats@smart.net 

MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

MAARC annual picnic 

MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

THE TRUE ADVENTURES OF BOB JONES, 

A SPARE-TIME SERVICEMAN (Continued) 

/The first part of this story appeared in the April 1999 Radio Age (p. 7). Bob Jones is the pen name of an 
actual radio service man in Northern Virginia in the World War II era. Bob took a correspondence course 
in radio from the National Radio Institute and began servicing radios on a part-time basis even before he 
finished the course. He kept a detailed diary of his experiences and shared them with his instructors at NR.!. 
Part l described how Bob and his wife, "Jennie," who handled the bookkeeping for the business, created their 
business, "Jones Radio Service." (There were no computers and spreadsheets in those days!) This Part II 
of the story appeared in the February-March 1943 issue ofNational Radio News. It illustrates well what it 
was like to be servicing radios during those war years. — Brian Belanger] 

Most radio servicemen will agree that book-
keeping is a pain in the neck, particularly in busy 
seasons when it is so easy to forget the smaller items 
of income and expenses, and too easy to lose the sales 
slips of radio distributors. Jennie and I started by 
jotting down all items of income on one page in a 

notebook, and all items of expense on another page. 
After a few months of this, however, it appeared that 
the day of reckoning was inevitable. From time to 
time we had taken money from income as profit, and 
performed other manipulations in the bookkeeping 
system which made it just about impossible to tell 
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how we stood at any time. 

It took an entire evening to straighten out the 
records, but the result was a radio bookkeeping 
system which now allows us to balance the books in 
five or ten minutes and see exactly where we stand 
financially. Here is our recipe for a simple and 
practical bookkeeping system which so far appears to 
be entirely adequate for spare-time servicing. 

First of all, get a notebook about an inch higher 
and wider than National Radio News, preferably with 
a cardboard cover and with vertical lines as shown in 
Fig. 1. A book without the lines will do just as well, 
however, because you can draw these lines in a few 
minutes yourself. 

Leave the first page blank, and open up to the 
second page. Label this left-hand page "Income," and 
label the opposite (right-hand) page "Expenses." 
Next, label the columns as indicated in Fig. 1. Now, 
when you actually receive income, and not before, 
make an entry of it on the income page as illustrated 
by the example. Likewise, when you actually spend 
money from the cash balance in your radio servicing 
fund, make an entry of this on the expenses page, with 
date and a few identifying facts in both pages. 

Let me emphasize again—if you want this system 
to work smoothly for you, do not make any entries 
whatsoever until you have actually received the money 
or have actually paid it out from radio servicing 
funds, not from your own pocket money. If you 
borrow money from your personal funds for radio 
purposes, keep a separate record, and enter this in the 
radio record only when you have repaid yourself. 

Suppose you want to find out how you stand. Add 
together all the items on income and write the total in 
the column provided for that purpose. Add the 
expense items in the same way, then subtract expense 
from income to get what should be your cash balance. 
If this does not agree with the actual money in the 
radio kitty, you just have to figure out what it was you 
forgot to record. It might be just a nickel spent for a 
phone call while out on a job, or it might be a tube 
you forgot to buy at one radio store, and stopped in at 
another store to get. The hardest part of this book-

Radio Age June 1999 

keeping system is simply remembering to record each 
item from day to day—but then, this is an absolute 
requirement in any bookkeeping system. 

After you've made things check, draw a line clear 
across the page under the last figures entered on both 
pages, to indicate that everything above the line is 
correct. You then continue recording items in the 
usual manner. 

Now suppose that two weeks later, you again want 
to check up and see if the cash balance is correct. 
You add the income items as before, just taking those 
below the line drawn across the page, but this time 
you add the cash balance of the last period to your 
total. Now subtract the total of expenses incurred 
since the last reckoning, to get the new cash balance. 

Money which you take from the radio business as 
salary or profit should be entered as an item of 
expense, in this simple system of bookkeeping. We 
found it a good idea to keep radio funds separate from 
our personal funds; an empty one-pound coffee can is 
the present undignified repository for our own radio 
business funds. 

Here's another practical tip—there will inevitably 
be times when you dive into the radio funds for money 
or change to pay the laundry man, the milk man, or 
what have you. If you want to avoid a future 
headache, make a definite rule to write out an IOU on 
a slip of paper and drop it into the can every time you 
take money out of it for other than business reasons. 
Likewise, if you take money out of the fund to pay 
legitimate radio expenses but haven't the time to 
make an entry in your book, place the bill of sale in 
the can or other container as an indication of how 
much you took out. Samples of our IOU's are shown 
in Fig. 2. 

Your bookkeeping system should definitely not be 
a life history of each item of income or expense. You 
will have your job record card for this purpose in the 
case of income. A file folder containing all bills of 
sale for radio parts will take care of details of 
expenses. 

In the radio business you just have to believe in 
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Figure 1. Sample page from the ultra-simple bookkeeping system used by Bob Jones for his spare-time radio 
servicing business. Cash on hand on 10/3 was $51.46; on 10/20 it was $4.05; on 10/27 it was $20.74. 

yourself and your instruments. Take our Job N. 141, 
for instance—an RCA Victor console suffering from 
distortion and low volume. All tubes checked okay. 
DC electrode voltage measurements quickly isolated 
the trouble to the power pack, where the output 
voltage was about 40% of what it should be. Effect-
to-cause reasoning got nowhere, however, and a check 
of every single part in the power pack had appear-
ances of getting me to the same place until, as a last 
resort, I measured the filament voltage of the rectifier 
tube. Three volts for a type 5Y3G was definitely 
suspicious. 

I just didn't want that power transformer to be bad 
because I didn't think the customer could afford a new 
power transformer—and anyway, there was just a 
bare possibility that something inside the tube might 
be the cause of the trouble. Put in a new 5Y3G tube, 
and presto—the set played as good as the day it left 
the factory. Why, I don't know. The filament voltage 
across the new tube was still 3 volts, another mystery 

Figure 2. Examples of IOUs placed in the coffee can 
which contains the business funds of Jones Radio 
Service. A word of advice—the fewer of these you 
use, the fewer bookkeeping headaches you'll have. 

to me. The final charge of $3.25 for this job was 
made on the deflinte understanding that the work was 
not guaranteed, that the power transformer might fail 
in the near future, and that the amount paid would be 
considered as full credit towards the installation of a 
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power transformer if that part did fail within a 
reasonable period. 

Output transformers fail quite often in the moist, 
sometimes corrosive atmosphere of Virginia, so we 
try to keep a few universal outputs on hand all the 
time. Here's an example of our charge for an output 
transformer job: 

Check-up and test, including pickup 
and delivery   $3.50 

New output transformer   $2.75 
Installation of output transformer $3.00 
Total   $9.25 

This charge would come down to $7.25 if the 
customer brought the set in to me and picked it up 
again after the repair work was completed. The 
charge of $3 for installation is entirely justified when 
you consider that it must cover those tougher-than-
average jobs where it is necessary to make a special 
mounting bracket for the new transformer. The 
output transformer, like all new parts, is billed at 
approximately twice our cost. 

Never did see much use for tube shields until this 
evening when a customer brought in a Zenith console, 
but left the tube shields home. Three out of five tubes 
in the set were bad. Had them in stock, and the 
customer agreed to pay their respective list prices, so 
put in the new tubes after first explaining to the 
customer that they put shields on radio tubes for a 
reason. (I'd read this somewhere in the N.R.I. 
Course.) 

Sure enough, when the new tubes were in and the 
set turned on, it squealed like a dying pig. The 
customer's face showed complete disapproval of my 
servicing ability, and even I began to wonder if there 
could be some other trouble in the receiver. Couldn't 
find any shields in the shop which would fit the large 
glass tubes, and couldn't convince the customer that 
he should take the set home as is and put on the 
shields, so finally dug up enough scraps of sheet 
copper and other bendable metals to wrap up each 
tube completely. Boy! Hearing that set perform at 
full volume with not a single squeal certainly gave me 
a thrill, and the customer's face broke out in a huge 
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smile. Yes, practical experience does demonstrate the 
proof and importance of knowing radio theory as 
taught in the N.R.I. Course. 

When it comes to figuring charges for repairs on 
these not-so-rare two-tube universal t.r.f. receivers, 
this famous phrase of Bobby Burns is quite 
appropriate: "The best-laid plans of mice and men 
often go astray." Consider the Arvin Model 40 that 
became Job No. 146; it arrived at the bench dead as a 
doorknob, and inspection for surface defects revealed 
the cutest little pinhole in the rubber-covered line 
cord, completely severing one of the wires. 

A new line cord, obtained by snipping seven feet of 
cord off a home-made AC receiver of mine that had 
never recovered from being plugged into a DC outlet, 
energized the filament circuit but failed to restore 
performance. Further investigation revealed an open 
volume control. Could have estimated cost and called 
the customer now to get an okay on the job, but past 
experience proved that it might be wise to get the new 
control first. 

My suspicions proved correct; the new control was 
not the final solution to our problem of rejuvenating 
this fist-sized two-tuber. After wasting an hour of 
time fiddling around with wild hunches and remote 
possibilities, I finally settled down to check the circuit 
against the diagram of the set. As a result, removal of 
a condenser which someone had connected between 
volume control and ground, and connecting of a new 
condenser across the power line cleared up the trouble 
perfectly. It is truly amazing how well this little two-
tube Arvin performed after being put in shape. 
Actually, though, the two tubes in this set give the 
equivalent of a four-tube t.r.f. receiver. 

We were now confronted with the problem of 
figuring out how much to charge the customer for 
repairing a receiver which had perhaps cost her only 
$6 originally. A little preliminary figuring indicated 
that the condenser removal and replacement had better 
be a labor of love, or whatever else you might wish to 
call it. The final charges therefore figured up as 
follows: 
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Check-up and test at shop   $1.50 
New line cord, including installation   $ 1.00 
One new volume control with switch  $1.80 
Total   $4.30 

Called the customer and very soon learned that she 
had only paid $5 for the set. Pointed out, however, 
that the set was probably a lot better now than when 
new, because I had put in high-quality parts, whereas 

manufacturers had to use the cheapest possible parts 
in order to keep the initial cost down to what she paid 
for it. Also pointed out that it was just as hard to 
locate troubles in small inexpensive sets as in sets 
costing several hundred dollars. 

Was quite relieved to get an okay here, because I 
was in the uncomfortable situation of having pro-
mised to give an estimate before doing the work, but 

was now quoting the final price after having done the 
work. It's about all you can do in cases like this, 
however, my radio servicing friends tell me. 

Servicing is always a gamble in one way or another, 
and this is one more justification for charging full 
professional rates at all times. 

Another job with a multitude of ailments was a 

Tiffany Tone table model AC superhet. Everything 
went smoothly here, however, and the customer paid 
the final charge without complaint. The itemized 
charges are self-explanatory: 

Check-up and test at shop   $1.50 
Repair noisy rotor contact of gang tuning 
condenser   $1.50 

Stop vibration of laminations in power 

transformer   $1.00 
Installation of new screen grid by-pass 
condenser   $3.00 

Three new tubes $2.95  

Total   $9.95 

The laminations in this transformer were vibrating 

like a model T Ford, causing a loud hum. Tightening 
the lamination bolts reduced the hum somewhat, but 

not enough. Finally made a perfect cure simply by 
driving five one-inch wire brads between the lamin-
ations. I might point out that the $1 charge was not 

for the five brads, but for knowing that they were 
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needed and knowing where to drive them! 

The noisy rotor contact was repaired by removing 
the phosphor bronze rotor contract spring completely, 
a process which required unsoldering of its mounting 
end, sanding both the rotor shaft and its spring 
contact, and replacing the contact spring. 

A call-back can be quite embarrassing on a job 

where the customer was originally quite emphatic 
about her belief that the original charge was too high. 
This was a nine-tube Zenith console with three bands 
and an intricate motor-tuning system. One new tube 
plus installation of a new output transformer brought 
the total charge to $ 10.75, as follows: 

Check-up and test, including pickup 

and delivery of set   $3.50 
Installation of new output transformer . . .   $3.00 
New output transformer   $3.00 
One new tube  $1.25  
Total   $10.75 

The complaint on call-back was trouble in the 
tuning mechanism, making it impossible to receive the 

higher-frequency stations in the broadcast band. 
Preliminary investigation indicated it would be 
difficult if not impossible to make the repair in the 
house, and had to pull out the chassis and bring it to 
the shop again. 

Here, after wasting considerable time due to 
inexperience with the maze of gears in the tuning 
mechanism, the trouble was finally isolated to a worn 
belt. Had to get a new belt of the universal type, 
which you cut off at the right length, no longer and no 
shorter. A mistake means you're sunk and you have 
to get a new belt, because once assembled you can't 

get it apart, and once cut too short, you can't lengthen 
it. Fortunately, the manufacturer's instructions for 
determining the correct length are quite clear, or at 
least I was lucky in getting it right the first time. 

The repair was a success, but what about my 

charges? This trouble had no relation whatsoever to 
the failure of the output transformer on the original 
job, yet the customer was holding me responsible. 
After deliberation, decided to have a try at a charge of 
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$3.50, and phoned the customer. Soon found that she 
had other ideas. After tough fifteen minutes on the 
phone, finally propositioned her thusly: "Even though 
I sincerely believe that this charge is justified under 
the circumstances, I would much rather have you as a 
satisfied customer than have the money. Suppose you 
discuss the matter with your husband when he comes 
home, and I'll bring the set over and install it tonight. 
I'll leave the matter of a charge entirely up to you, and 
accept your decision as final." 

The lady seemed entirely agreeable to this, and 
asked how much I had paid for the dial belt. I told her 
fifty cents, which was the list price of the belt. After 
the set was installed, she announced her decision to 
pay the price of the new belt, and handed me fifty 
cents. Thanked her for it, and she then gave me a 
dollar bill—making it quite clear that this was a tip, 
not a part-payment for the job! People are funny 
sometimes, aren't they? We parted on best of terms, 
and I look forward to more business from her. 

An RCA Victor 811K, one of the first to use 
motor-drive pushbutton tuning, proved both an 
interesting and profitable job. The individual charges 
tell their own story: 

Check-up and test at shop   $1.50 
Installation of new volume control   $ 1.75 
Resetting of eight pushbuttons   $ 1.00 
Repair of reversing switch   $.75 
One new volume control with switch   $ 1.80 
Two pilot lamps   $.20 
Two new output tubes  $2.00 
Total   $9.00 

Here was a case where I believed a reduction in 
standard professional rates to be justified. All of the 
repairs were very simple, and were done in remark-

ably short time. Thus, the pushbuttons were reset in 
less time than it takes to set up trimmers, especially 
given the intricacy of the electromechanical tuning 
mechanism. The repair of the reversing switch merely 
involved pushing a piece of fibre paper out of the way 
of a contact. The volume control was likewise a 
simple and easy job. On sets where there are a 
number of different troubles, it is only fair to reduce 
those charges, which are high for the particular job. 
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Of course, I was also concerned with just how much 
this customer could afford to pay, and was quite 
surprised to find him handing out the $9 without a 

murmur of protest. 

Forgetfulness can be costly in radio servicing, but 
fortunately it wasn't on Job 122. Forgot to take along 
the chart for my tube tester. Didn't discover this until 
I was in the customer's home, ready to test tubes. 
Decided to bluff it out without letting the customer 
know, and turned the set around. Lo and behold, there 
was a rectifier tube with the prettiest purple glow I 
ever did see—a 5Y3G, which is definitely a vacuum 
tube and should not show color. Had a new tube in 
the kit right beside me, so just swapped tubes, 
collected $3.50 for the job, and walked out in ten 
minutes with a deep sigh of relief. Had it been any 
other tube, I really don't know what I would have 
done. Probably would have had to pull out the chassis 
and take it to the shop, then explain to the customer 
later why I did that for just one bad tube. 

A man stopped the other day while I was putting a 
chassis into the trunk of the car, asked if I was a 
serviceman, and proceeded to write a note to his 
mother instructing her to hand me the chassis and 
loudspeaker of his radio set, in an apartment a few 
blocks away. It proved to be a $6 job, involving 
replacement of a large paper by-pass condenser. 

Must admit I found this open condenser by the 
simple procedure of shunting each condenser in turn 
with a good condenser. A simple method like this 
gives the brain a rest from effect-to-cause reasoning 
and isolation procedures, takes only about five 
minutes, and works surprisingly often. 

The customer was quite convinced that the charge 
was too high, and was equally convinced that I knew 
it was too high, but paid anyway and assured me he 
would not use my services again. People are like that, 
and I have become resigned to the fact that a certain 
percentage of the jobs will end up in such a way 
regardless of what you do or how much you charge. 

The thing to do is charge a fair amount at all times 
for your services, stick to your charges, and just don't 
let these forever-complaining customers get you 
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down. As a matter of fact, many of them will com-
plain regardless of what you charge and you might as 
well collect full prices while listening to their gripes 
and accusations as to collect less. Such are the things 

which make spare-time servicing an interesting and at 
the same time profitable relaxation from the regular 
day-time job. 

OBITUARY - Emmett A. Smith, W3BNO 

MAARC member Emmett Smith died at age 93 
on February 7, 1999. Emmett was a charter 
member of MAARC, having participated since 
those early organizational meetings in Joe Koester's 
basement. Emmett had been involved in radio in 
Baltimore since it began, and unlike most MAARC 

members, Emmett could look at the early battery 
sets in our flea markets and recall when they were 
brand new. 

Charlie Mooney of Bowie, MD, another long-
time member of MAARC, wrote the following 
about Emmett: 

" Many years ago, before MAARC or any other 
radio club in the Washington-Baltimore area, upon 
receiving notice from Mel Comer, a fellow member 
of the Antique Radio Club of America, I would 

travel up to Shuppes Grove in Adamstown, PA, on 

Sunday mornings to attend a radio collectors' get-
together. 

"It was advisable to get there early, and one such 
morning I was waiting for others to arrive to swap 
and sell when Emmett Smith walked up and said to 
me, "Looks like a radio man!" He remembered me 
from many years before when we both purchased 
radios parts and tubes from Rocker Radio, a 
Washington, DC, wholesale house on 14th Street, 
NW. 

"Since we both had many memories from our 
radio days, we became good friends and had many 

meetings or lunches together, talking about 
restoring AK breadboards, etc. He was my good 
friend and Elmer. I will miss him." 

All of us will miss Emmett. 

Letter to the Editor 
from Robert Lozier 

I saw a tidbit on page 9 of the November 1998 
Radio Age about the fantastic Loewe multiple 
amplifier stage tubes made in the late 1920s. 
(Vacuum tube ICs, if you will.) 

I am quite familiar with the lineage of these tubes 
and can tell you that the primary reason for building 
the tubes this way was simply an elegant way to 

minimize stray capacity in an R-C amplifier stage and 
therefore get the highest voltage gain possible using 
conventional triode and tetrode tube elements of the 

day. The fact that these two- and three-stage tubes 

counted as only one tube in calculating the radio tax 
levied in some countries was just a happy bonus for 
the owner. 

The designer had recognized that the transformer-
coupled stages of the day introduced severe distortion. 
The R-C amplifier eliminated much of this distortion 

but at a penalty in that R-C amplifier circuits using 
conventional parts required three tubes to the usual 
two tubes of a transformer design. 

Before these tubes were developed, Loewe built a 
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receiver using unbased tubes where the lead-out wires 
were soldered directly to the R-C components. That 

helped somewhat but the development of the 2HF and 

3NF multi-stage tubes gave excellent results. Over a 

period of five years, about 1.5 million of these tubes 

were built. However, they are in short supply these 

days. If you can find a good type 3NF with clear 

markings for less than $300—it's a bargain! 

Ads free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member 
per month, limited to 100 words. All ads subject to editing. Ads 

will not be repeated unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors. 
Usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 10th of the preceding month. 

FOR SALE 

For Sale: Weltron 2001 space helmet 
radio, AM/FM, 8-track, nice, $ 100. 
Radiola III, $85. Realtone Globepacer, 
11 bands, $75. Grebe Synchrophase 
manual (copy), 74 pages, contains 
history, specifications, illustrations, $ 15. 
Plus postage. Ernie Nagy, PO Box 822, 
Elk Rapids, MI 49629-0822, e-mail: 
elnagy1599@webtv.com. 

For Sale: Federal type 59 receiver, 
$850. Pick up, no shipping. J. Lowe, 
3025 Harpers Ferry Road, Sharpsburg, 
MD 21782, (301) 432-2420. 

For Sale: 1969 & 1971 Heathkit 
catalogues, $8 each. Assorted Toshiba 
late 70s service data, $6 each. Stewart-
Warner R149A, Sparton 1167 chassis 
parts. Tram Model D201 tube CB. 
Teletone TV-317 service sheet, instruc-
tion manual, original, $ 10. Theoretical 
and Practical Electrical Engineering 
by Bliss, Vols. 1 & 2, $20. Type DEF 
and CLX projector lamps, $8 each. 
RCA 58 AV radio/phono, whole or 
parts. Pilot T 301, $35. Majestic 91 
escutcheon, $20. Zenith H 665R 
chassis, $ 10. Crosley 77 chassis, $20. 
RCA 220 chassis, $30 Wanted: GM 

250 chassis. Brian Kurrle, 2222 
Nodleigh Terrace, Jarrettsville, MD 
21084, (410) 692-0450 (home) or 
(410) 592-6202 (work). 

For Sale: Conn organ amplifier or 
control, NK-605. Five subchassis on 
one long chassis. Has 28 12AU7 tubes 
(26 lbs.), $50. Conn power supply and 
amplifier on one chassis ( 18 lbs.), $25. 
Two GE Tungar battery chargers (need 
rewiring), operation OK ( 13 lbs. each), 
$20 each. Hickok type OS-7 signal 
generator (no leads or adaptors). Uses 
12A7 and 6F7 tubes ( 11 lbs.), $ 10. 
Transmitter tubes: Two Westinghouse 
813s and two JAN 3C24s (VT-204), in 
orig. boxes (2 lbs. per pair), $ 15 each 
or all four for $50. Heathkit Model IG-
62 color bar generator ( 10 lbs.), $4. All 
prices plus UPS or USPS shipping. 
Edwin Kubes, 11 Aster Drive, Debary, 
FL 32713-2807, (407) 668-5858. 

For Sale: Early Japanese shirt pocket 
radios, all work: Philco NT-802-BKG, 
like new, pretty, nice case, $ 100. 
Standard "Micronic Ruby" SR-H436, 
w/clamshell case, like new, $200. 
Captain YT- 161, pretty, MIB, $ 150. 
Westinghouse H-707 P6GP, green, like 
new, nice case, $75. Holiday " 10-
transistor," like new, $75. Ambassador 
A-880, like new, nice case, $ 100. 
Bulova 742 "Super six," like new, 
pretty, nice case, $ 125. Sony TR-817, 

tuning meter, excellent sound, nice set, 
$100. AFCO ST-88, clear panel, $ 100. 
Trancel T-12, in box, $75. Sony TR-
810, $75. Charles Bray, 1322 Ivy 
Road, Bremerton, WA 98310, (360) 
373-1013, e-mail: cbray@lcrl.org. 

For Sale: Many of your favorite old 
time radio shows are available on tape 
cassettes. You select the shows you 
want and purchase them by the hour. 
Fast, friendly service. Send for our 
catalog listing over 5,700 shows 
arranged by category and title. Only $2 
(P&H). Erstwhile Radio, PO Box 
2284, Peabody, MA 01960. 

For Sale: Ten 7- or 9-pin tubes, $2. 
Your choice of available. L. Gardner, 
458 Two Mile Creek Road, Tonawanda, 
NY 14150. 

For Sale: Federal book: Limited 
supply again available. 64-page booklet 
describes Federal Tel. & Tel. radios 
fi um the beginning in 1921 to the end in 
1929. Over 60 illustrations, including 
pictures of early Federal RF and audio 
amplifiers as well as all early radios. 
Many Federal parts are pictured and 
described. An article and speech by 
Dick Schamberger, the Federal expert, 
are included. All Federal models are 
listed with the year and month intro-
duced, cost new, and description. The 
Federal company's broadcast station, 
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WGR, first in Buffalo, is included. 
There are two pages of references for 
more Federal information. This booklet 
contains more Federal information than 
exists in any other single spot. Good 
quality printing. Send $7.95 (includes 
S&H) to: Larry Babcock, 8095 Centre 
Lane, East Amherst, NY 14051. 

Trade: I need Zenith Trans-Oceanics 
R520/URR brown military, 7G605 
bomber or sailboat. What do you need? 
I have radios and tools for trade. Lets 
talk . John Filippelli 410-760-2265 
(Baltimore area), 
e-mail: tea380@aol.com. 

For Sale: Reproduction loop antennas: 
de Forest plug-in for D7 - D10, etc., 
$140. Western Electric IA, to spec, 

$150. Radiola AG 1380, collapsible, 
$125. Portabloop by Eagle Radio, $65. 
Duo-Spiral collapsible, $65. Tobe 
collapsible, $75. Qualitone, with 
tension adjustment, $85. Pair of 
Amphenol two-way hand radios with 
base chargers, $45 OBO. Eight-band 
portable transistor radio, ac or battery, 
$30. All plus S&H. Please call before 

9 p.m. Eastern Time. Wally Worth, 2 
W. Elm Avenue, Wollaston, MA 
02170, (617) 479-4512. 

For Sale: Koronette, 1960s East 

German tube stereo, AM/FM multiplex, 
three SW bands, BSR turntable, six 
speakers, mirrored bar, 110 VAC. 
Works! $ 125 OBO. Jack Casey, 9905 
Whitworth Way, Ellicott City, MD 
21042, (410) 461-1141. 

For Sale: Philips Canadian 5" tape 
player type EL 1617/67, #76059. New 
appearance, but untested, $ 15. 

Universal 5000 (UHER) custom tape 

player and recorder, 5" reels max. 
Untested, but all complete. New 
appearance incl. 5" reels, $25. Dial 
glass for late 1930s Westinghouse five-
band radio, glass size 4% x 8 ", excl. 
condx., $25. Four Tesla stereo 
speakers, two 8" woofers, two 4" 
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tweeters, matched set in good condition, 
$25. Two matched bookcase stereo 
speaker system. Each cabinet has three 
speakers, 4 ohms, input max. 7 watts, 
$15. All prices in U.S. funds. Please 
add 20% for shipping and handling. 
Ernest D. M. Yeaw, 1128 Hwy. 6, RR 
3, Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia, Canada 
BOK 1VO, (902) 657-2554. 

WANTED 

Wanted: Homebrew receiver using the 

"Reinartz" tuner circuit. Can use a one-
tube detector receiver or a two-tube or 
three-tube set with one or two AF 
amplifier stages. Reasonable condition. 
Send price and condition info. to: C. F. 
Crandell, 3412 Rugged Drive, Dallas, 
TX 75224, (214) 337-2838. 

Wanted: Information, materials, 
photos, graphics, kinescopes, or arti-
facts pertaining to the DuMont 
Television Network, its programs, Allen 
B. DuMont, and DuMont stations 

W3XWT/WTTG, W2XWV/WABD, 
and WDTV. Charles Grant, 14112 
Parker Farm Way, Silver Spring, MD 
20906, phone/fax: (301) 871-0540, e-
mail: Charsite@aol.com. 

Wanted: Zenith 705 or 825, as shown 
in Stein 2, pages 325 and 326. For 
Sale: Cathedrals: U.S. Gloritone 99A 
(Stein 2, p. 309 bottom, or Bunis 2, p. 
111). Also, U.S. Apex similar model. 
Your choice, $ 150 plus shipping. 
Victor Marett, 3201 N.W. 18 Street, 
Miami, FL 33125-1837, (305) 634-
9569, e-mail: antoniol@gate.net. 

Wanted: Loop antenna for Priess 

Straight "9," or specifications for 
building one. Dale R. Johnston, (410) 
848-5279 (Westminster, MD). 

Wanted: Radio chassis/speaker for 
Stewart-Warner R-1 264A console, or 

chassis R126. Mr. & Mrs. L. M. Page, 
4138 North Highway 41, Mullins, SC 
29574-9359, (843) 464-6887, e-mail: 
pagehaven@aol.com. 

Wanted: Glass dial for an RCA Catalin 
66X7, 66X8, or 66X9. Your postage 
returned. Gregory Sheppard, 4402 
Jupiter Street, Rockville, MD 20853, e-
mail: moreradios@webtv.net. 

Wanted: 16-millimeter motion picture 
cameras. Must be complete and in good 
working order. Also interested in 
accessories (motion picture sound 
recorders, etc.) and unusual or special-
purpose motion picture cameras 
(newsreel cameras, kinescope cameras, 
etc.) Charles Grant, 14112 Parker Farm 
Way, Silver Spring, MD 20906, (301) 
871-0540, e-mail: Charsite@aol.com. 

AUTOCALL--The Official Journal of 
the Foundation for Amateur Radio, is a 
monthly publication covering the 
activities of nearly 50 amateur radio 
organizations in the Capital area. To 
know what is happening with respect to 
ham club activities, subscribe to Auto-

Call. Only $8 per year for 12 issues. 
Write Auto-Call, PO Box 7612, Falls 
Church, VA 22040-7612. (Make check 
payable to "Foundation for Amateur 
Radio.") 

CORRECTION: 

There was an error in the 
schematic on page 8 of 
the May 1999 Radio Age. 
The string of Zener 
diodes going from B+ 
135 to B+ 22.5 are shown 
upside down! Please 
make this correction. 
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THE POPULAR PRESS AND TUBE AUDIO 
by Brian Belanger 

Vacuum tubes continue to capture media attention. 
Ted Hannah sent us two articles that illustrate this 
well. On October 19, 1998, The New Yorker ran an 
article titled "On and Off the Avenue: Semper Fi." 
The author talks about how a hard-core of hi-fi 
aficionados have been keeping alive vacuum tube 
technology. The New Yorker article says, 

"These are the Dark Ages of hi-fi. Only a few lonely 
fanatics still huddle around their vinyl records and 
analog vacuum tube amplifiers, preserving the old 
technology against the conquering digital barbarians. 
Even if you've thrown out your last LPs, hooking up 
your disk player to a tube amplifier can give those 
cold, savage CDs some real human warmth. Today's 

mass-produced stereo equipment is designed to be 
tossed when the next new gimmick comes along. 
Tube amplification, by contrast, promises durability 
and sonority—and a link to the legacy of that old-

fashioned concept called "high fidelity." 

The article mentions a store in New York City 
(Sound by Singer, 18 E. 16th Street) where you can 
buy exotic vacuum tube audio equipment and tells 

how its proprietor, Andy Singer, swears by vacuum 
tubes (especially single-ended direct-heated triodes, 

and especially the famous Western Electric 300B). At 
his store, you can, if the spirit moves you, spend 
$27,500 for a 1200-watt Wotan audio system. (That 
power rating sounds more like what you would expect 
in a space heater to warm your garage.) Or if that is 
not adequate to meet your needs, you can buy an 
Audio Note Gaku-On system for $ 175,000. He also 

has some "starter sets" at only $695. If you bought 
one of those, you would probably have to slink out of 
the store when no one is looking. 

Another place to see in New York City is 
Tubesville at 153 Ludlow Street. Its proprietor, 
Blackie Pagano, builds guitar and other amps with 
tubes, mostly custom work. He considers the 300B 
tube "mainstream" and experiments with other tubes 
in search of the perfect sound. His recommendation 

is that if you cannot afford a new high end system, 

pick up a Dynaco Stereo 70 from the early '60s and let 
him rebuild it for you. 

The November 30, 1998, Washington Post 
Business Section ran a story titled "Nature Loves a 
Vacuum," by John Burgess. It pictures someone 
using a vintage tube tester. Like many such articles, 
this one tends to give the lay reader the impression 
that vacuum tubes are more valuable than gold. It 
mentions the fact that WE 300Bs sell for hundreds of 
dollars each, but the casual reader might get the 
impression that ALL old vacuum tubes are worth a 
fortune. The next time you go to a yard sale and 
someone wants $500 for a small box of worthless TV 
tubes, you will understand why. 

The article says: 

When people want tubes these days, sometimes 
it's for hobbyist restoration. They want to get an old 
radio working again, or an antique juke box, or a 
black and white TV set in a funny-looking wood 

cabinet. 

"But there's also a group of people who build all-
new audio systems with tubes. They believe that 
whatever practical advantages transistors have, they 
fail in the most important consideration: signal 
quality. 

"Brendan Biever, president of a Sheboygan, WI, 
dealership called Tube World, Inc., puts it this way, 

'Solid state can sound stale and analytical and 
unlifelike. Tubes are more of a window to the real, 
actual event. . . The ear doesn't hear numbers. The ear 

hears music." 

Burgess says, "Truth be told, the tube folks are a 
bit of a cult, complete with newsletters, World Wide 
Web sites, specialty jargon, and convocations . . . But 
they're a nice cult to my mind." 

So, I am not sure that all of us who read Radio Age 
qualify as full-fledged "cult members," but with 
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articles like these appearing in magazines and 
newspapers, it is probably going to be harder and 
harder to find tube bargains at yard sales and estate 
sales now that the general public is becoming aware 

of the passion that some people have for audio 
triodes. Now, if we could only find some good use for 
those basketfuls of 6AL5s and 6J6s that we all 
have.... 

TIDBITS 

• Hotel Reservations for Radioactivity 99: At the 
time of this writing, there are only a small number of 

rooms left at the Holiday Inn where the meet is being 
held. If you contact them and the reservations line at 
the hotel is busy or the registration office is closed for 

the day, your call is transferred automatically to the 
Holiday Inn central reservations number. But the 
folks there may not have up-to-date information about 

our block of rooms. So, when you make reservations, 
ask whether you are talking directly to the hotel in 
Beltsville, and be sure to mention the block of rooms 
for the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club. If the 
Holiday Inn is full, the next closest hotel is the Best 
Western, where the meet was held last year. That is 
one exit north of the Holiday Inn on I-95. The phone 
number there is (301) 776-5300. 

• New Tube Book Available: History of the GEC 
and the Marconi Osram Valve, by Fin Stewart. Mr. 
Stewart published a previous book on Philips radio 
valves (tubes), and this new book is in that same vein. 

The 132-page book includes ads, photos of early 

valves and lots of data on Marconi Osram tubes. A 
copy via overseas airmail is $25. Request copies 
from the author: 

Fin Stewart 
"Cockerdale" 380 Bulga Rd. Wingham 
N.S.W. 2429 Australia 02/65530328 

• Radio-Television Museum Opens June 12: The 

Radio-Television Museum of the Radio History 
Society in the historic Harmel House in Bowie, MD, 
opens its doors to the public beginning on June 12. 

From then on, the museum will be open every 
Saturday and Sunday (except July 4) from 1-4 p.m. 
(This museum has been described in detail in previous 
issues of Radio Age.) To get there, take Rt. 197 
south from U.S. 50, at the second light, turn right on 

Mitchellville Rd. Keep going until you come to Mt. 
Oak Road, where you will see a set of small stores on 
the left and a red farmhouse on the right—that's the 
museum! Y'all come! 

Mid Atlantic Antique Radio Club 
c/o Barry Zimmerman 
5825 Woodwinds Circle 
Frederick, MD 21703-7579 
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